Stainless Steel Cages

Shor-Line began making animal cages mid-century to meet the needs of veterinarians. We have continued to improve our animal cages, evolving with veterinary, boarding and shelter professionals practice needs.

Cage Assemblies

Benefits:
If you need cages, we can find a solution! Our standard cages are made in 6” increments, starting with 18”W x 18”H. All cages are 28¼” deep, not including the latch. Your best value comes with purchasing standard sizes, but if you can dream it, we can build it. Our cages are often handed down from practice to practice because they are so durable. There is a reason why animal professionals have been purchasing our cages for almost seven decades.

Features:
• Radiused hardware minimizes sharp corners.
• Patented quiet closing polymer-encased stainless steel hinge.
• One-piece door welded on every intersection.
• Stainless steel 1” square tube for strength.
• Fluid-retaining lip.
• Tighter spacing between cage door rods near the latch to keep paws away.
• Sound-dampening, durable latch with Acetal bushings.
• Sound dampening patch on either side of the cage.
• Made from a single stainless steel sheet.
• 902.0105.36 6’ Assembly, Option A • Rounded corners for easy cleaning.

Visit shor-line.com/cages to see more assembly sizes.